Technological variations of tractor-trailer timber hauling trains teamwork with tractor-mounted grapples (hydraulic manipulators) and without them are considered. The effective technology of timber assortments loading, transportation and unloading by tractor-trailer train squad is offered, which allows to reduce idle time of vehicles during terminal operations and in waiting.
INTRODUCTION
During last two decades Russia switched over to timber assortments hauling by tractor-trailer trains from harvesting areas or intermediate yards. The quantity of grapples for timber as-sortments loading and unloading installed on those trains increased [01, 03, 07]. Tractor-trailer trains with grapples frequently work together with those without them, no technology of their effective joint operation being developed. With a view of improvement of a tractor-trailer train squad op-eration, an effective technology has been developed, allowing to reduce the duration of idle time of tractor-trailer train squad waiting for loading and unloading [02, 05, 06, 08, 09]. The problems of timber cargoes transportation by motor transport were considered by many authors [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Equipping a tractor-trailer train with a tractor-mounted grapple has both benefi ts and drawbacks. Working autonomy, i.e. independence of other loading and unloading mechanisms; reduction of time wasted in waiting for loading and unloading; increase of labor utilization rate; lowering labor efforts and cost of handling operations, etc. are considered to be benefi tial. Re-duction in allowable operating load of a tractor-trailer train conditioned by the need of carrying a loading device; increase in tractor-trailer train own weight by the weight of the loading equip-ment and auxiliaries; decrease in the weight capacity ratio of a bolster to a trailer; growth of spe-cifi c fuel consumption, necessary annual mileage, tires wearing, depreciation charges and cost of timber hauling; necessity of more qualifi ed service may be considered to be drawbacks [01, 03, 04]. To reduce negative infl uence of the loading grapple on technical and economic parameters of self-loading tractor-trailer train work is possible by their joint operation with tractor-trailer trains without loading equipment [02, 10] . The number of tractor-trailer trains with loading grapples and without them in a squad can be different.
DISCUSSION AND METHODS
The case with a squad consisting of three tractor-trailer trains, two of which (No 1 and No 3) are equipped with loading grapples and the rest one (No 2) is not, present signifi cant practical interest. For this case two organizational schemes of a timber hauling process are offered.
First organizational scheme
Timber loading onto No 2 tractor-trailer train is constantly made by No 1 tractor-trailer train, and the unloading is executed by No 3 one. In this case the trip time of all tractor-trailer trains will be different. The working time scheme for one three tractor-trailer train squad trip is shown in Figure 1 
RESULTS
Industrial check of the offered schemes of joint operation of self-loading and non-equipped with a grapple tractor-trailer trains was carried out at Marlesprom LLC of • number of personnel hours for repair and maintenance of the capital equipment re-duced by 1.1 man day, i.e. by 6%; • expenses for fuel and lubricants decreased by15.62 rubles / m3, i.e. by 23%. The results of the research work are accepted to use in Marlesprom LLC of the Republic of Mari El. The enterprise switched to forest products hauling by a tractor-trailer train squad, using the working scheme offered.
CONCLUSION
The offered operation technology of a squad of three tractor-trailer trains, two of which are equipped with hinged grapples, allowed to reduce idle time of a tractor-trailer train without a grapple by 6 times, to lower assortments hauling cost, to increase productivity and effi ciency of hauling tractor-trailer trains exploitation.
